Solo Renting Policy

Solo Renting Policy
Applicable to all licensed pilots who wish to lease the C-180 seaplane solo.
Fort Langley Air, Cesnna 180 CDQ, Recency Requirements
≥ 40 days: If ≥ 40 days have lapsed since your last flight; complete 1 hour of dual
≥ 120 days: If ≥120 days have lapsed since your last flight, complete 3 hours of dual
example: If it's been 110 days since your last flight; complete 1 hour dual with a FLA
instructor.
example: you have not flown CDQ all winter and greater than 120 days have lapsed since
your last. In this case you must complete 3 hours of dual. This will apply to almost all solo
renters returning in the spring.
* all described flights must take place on CDQ
* 1 hour dual may vary . The student must demonstrate all the skills in the checkout form. This
will take at least one hour; in some cases more.
These recency requirements are in addition to:
- annual PDM Course (1-hour)
- annual 180 type exam
- annual airspace exam
- flight log emailed to Chief Pilot before the flight which includes route, altitudes and en-route
frequencies.
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Renewal of recency includes:
demonstrating the following 3 types of landings:
Normal, glassy, full flap (Short field), and advanced crosswind landings.
demonstrating the following 3 types of takeoffs:
Normal into wind, glassy performance float roll and advanced cross wind
takeoffs. Engine out landings discussed & step taxi demonstrated.
Procedure:
A navigation log must be completed by the student for all flights. Details shall
include safe altitudes (identification of power lines and terrain), fuel load &
consumption, airspace and communications.

Preparation:
From memory, renters must be able to draw details of the Cessna 180 circuit
diagram. This demonstrates normal & abnormal procedures, SCAMPFRS
proficiency, power and flap settings.

Destinations:
FLA restricts flights to the Fraser River at Fort Langley, Pitt, Stave, Alouette &
Harrison Lake. Additional training is available for the Sunshine Coast and the
mountain chain of Fire, Thomas and Glacier Lake.

Flight Time: Any bookings over 3 hours must yield a 50% flight time (May September

